“The world’s greatest
resource is the mind of its
children”...Walt Disney

ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS
2019-2020

The Frances & Herbert Brody Pre-School of Temple
B’nai Or offers children the opportunity to explore and
grow through enrichment.
We are providing programs that reach children on
multiple levels, using a variety of teaching styles, and
expanding their knowledge through experiential
learning.
Join the journey and see the rewards as your
child(ren) expand their horizons.
Take the leap to a lifetime of loving to learn.

THE FRANCES & HERBERT BRODY
PRE-SCHOOL OF TEMPLE B’NAI OR
60 OVERLOOK ROAD
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
PRESCHOOL@TEMPLEBNAIOR.ORG

973-267-6424
www.templebnaior.org

Monday 1:00-2:30

Wednesday 1:00-2:30

MAKERS & SHAKERS

HAPPY & HEALTHY: Mind, Body & Soul

Challenging our minds and creativity, we will use everyday

Grab your gardening gloves, chef’s hat and yoga mat for an

objects to build working mechanical inventions. Starting with
Rube Goldberg machines, which break down a simple task into
multiple steps, the children will have an opportunity to plan,
execute, and observe what it takes to make something work.

introduction to wellness. We will EXPLORE care of our earth
through tending our own garden, experience healthy eating by
cooking delicious, nutritious food, and care for our bodies
through yoga exercises.

As we utilize the strategies of STEM
(science, technology, engineering and
math) in a developmentally appropriate
manner, the children will learn how to
work collaboratively and independently.
Stretching their imaginations, they will
enjoy the satisfaction of success and learn from the agony of
defeat. Regardless of outcome, by following the guidelines set
forth by the “maker movement”, our students will reap the vast
rewards of being a maker and a shaker.

Each week we will gain an understanding of the harmony between
the world and ourselves. Food allergies will be monitored.

Tuesday 1:00-2:30
SPORT SQUIRTS

This program has been designed to

introduce young children to a variety of
sports in a safe, structured environment.
All games and activities encompass hand/
eye coordination, balance, agility and
MOVEMENT – all key factors to the early
development of children in sport. In
addition to having a great time playing
different sports, children will develop social
interaction and communication skills. All
sports are developed through a series of
games and activities designed to ensure
learning, enthusiasm, and fun.

Explore,

Create,

Imagine,

Build

Thursday 1:00-2:30

Friday 1:00-2:30

MINI MICHELANGELOS

SUPER DUPER SCIENCE

Beyond the masterpieces your

Grab your magnifying glass,

child creates in the regular school
day, we will FOSTER your
child’s creativity by introducing
them to the masters of all
mediums. We will provide a
hands-on exploration of
photography, watercolors,
sculpture, collage, architecture,
fashion, and other forms of
artistic expression. Each topic
will produce a finished piece of
artwork, in addition to some basic
art history knowledge. You may
find your child questioning why
you have a post-modern piece of
artwork in your colonial style
home. Did we mention that it’s fun
too?

and follow the trail to science
fun. Chemistry experiments,
archaeological digs, museum
presentations, nature studies –
these are just a few of the
exciting explorations we will
embark on in each class. We will
not only think like scientists, we
will be the scientists. Quenching
your child’s thirst for
KNOWLEDGE and satisfying
their continuous curiosity,
learning will
be the added
benefit to all
the fun we will
have.

